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del.icio.us has fast become part of the heartbeat of the Web, giving millions of Web users, both casual and hardcore, an online social network in which to collect, organize, and share their favorite web resources. Using a "hidden" underlayer of tools offered by del.icio.us, you now have the potential to tap into this social network and its rich data in order to expand your own website and applications to a whole new array of possibilities. This book will help you make the most of these possibilities by mixing your data and applications with other web services, and using your own innovative ideas to create something useful, unique, and perhaps even fun.
    Expert developer Brett O'Connor skillfully guides you deep inside the del.icio.us API, and presents you with a variety of mashup fundamentals such as REST, XML, and Ajax. He shows you how to find and use the best technologies and techniques so that you can create your own robust mashups and remixes with the del.icio.us API and its data. Integrated through the pages you will find real-world examples that demonstrate how to apply this information when building your own cutting-edge website.    

    With this book, you'll discover:     

	Tips on how to uncover and use mashup tools     
	How to mash del.icio.us and WordPress     
	Steps for remxing del.icio.us with Greasemonkey     
	Methods for collecting references with a custom Firefox(r) plug-in     
	Techniques to aggregate, organize, and display your research in a custom del.icio.us-powered project hub     
	How to remix real-time del.icio.us data into image slideshows and streaming music playlists     
	Techniques to minimize your API calls in order to improve performance and be a respectful mashup developer     
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Explaining Algorithms Using Metaphors (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	There is a significant difference between designing a new algorithm, proving its correctness, and teaching it to an audience. When teaching algorithms, the teacher's main goal should be to convey the underlying ideas and to help the students form correct mental models related to the algorithm. This process can often be facilitated by...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to DatabasesQue, 2002
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Databases brings the elements of a database together using easy to understand language, perfect for the true beginner. It not only gives specific hands on practice, but also provides an overview of designing, maintaining and using a database. This book covers what databases are used for, why databases are...
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Django 1.0 Template DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2008
Django is a high-level Python web application framework designed to support the rapid development of dynamic web sites, web applications, and web services. It includes a template system that allows programmers and designers to easily and efficiently output their content in a flexible, extendable, and maintainable manner.

This book is a...
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Algorithms -- ESA 2012: 20th Annual European Symposium, Ljubljana, Slovenia, September 10-12, 2012. ProceedingsSpringer, 2012

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th Annual European Symposium on Algorithms, ESA 2012, held in Ljubljana, Slovenia, in September 2012 in the context of the combined conference ALGO 2012. The 69 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 285 initial submissions: 56 out of 231 in track design...
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Intelligent Environments: Methods, Algorithms and Applications (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2008
This innovative book discusses engineering solutions for the automatic understanding of a complex scene via multi-modal arrays of sensors. It focuses on research dealing with robotic platforms that augment an environment. In particular, it considers the study of information fusion methods, the study of algorithms for ontology learning from tabula...
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WAP: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Get unplugged for the wireless Internet revolution

Start building wireless Web applications and Web sites for the next generation of cellular telephones and Internet devices with the in-depth information contained in this volume. WAP: A Beginner's Guide is an authoritative yet easy-to-understand reference that covers every...
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